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PROCESSION
Fire Dance
By David Shaffer
Performed by The Hutchins Symphonic Band
Conducted by Mr Scott Cashion

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Performed by The Hutchins Symphonic Band
and The Hutchins Senior Orchestra
Conducted by Mr Scott Cashion
The audience is invited to join in the singing of the National Anthem

Australians all, let us rejoice,
For we are young and free.
We've golden soil and wealth for toil,
Our home is girt by sea.
Our land abounds in nature's gifts
Of beauty rich and rare.
In hist'ry's page, let every stage
Advance Australia Fair!

In joyful strains then let us sing
"Advance Australia Fair!"

SCHOOL HYMN
Performed by The Hutchins Symphonic Band
and The Hutchins Senior Orchestra
Conducted by Mr Scott Cashion
The audience is invited to join in the singing of the School Hymn

Lord God, from whom all life,
With all true gladness springs,
Whose love and care shine everywhere
Among earth's common things;
Be present while we lift
Our song to thee, and pay
Heart-gratitude for all things good
About our path today.

We thank thee for thy grace
In friend and brother found;
For human love that points above
To where all love is crowned;
Oh, may such friendship here
To us thy sons be given,
As shall endure, deep, fair, and pure
'Till all be one in heaven.

But most we bless thee, Lord,
That here thy spirit's breath
Blows clear and strong to baffle wrong
And win our lives from death.
Oh, may each heart accept
The entrance of thy power,
And take thee hence for sure defence
And help in evil hour.

So when the lives today
Within our circle brought,
Are sundered wide along the tide
Of human work and thought;
One song shall yet be ours:
One life, one family,
One pathway still, by vale or hill,
Shall lead us home to thee.

BIDDING PRAYER
The Reverend Canon Matthew Gray
Chaplain of The Hutchins School

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Samuel Johnston
School Captain

MUSICAL PRESENTATION
Waltz No. 2 – Dmitri Shostakovich
Performed by The Hutchins String Quartet

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
Mr Lance Balcombe

MUSICAL PRESENTATION
Etude no. 3 ‘Un Sospiro’ (from ‘Three Concert Etudes’) – Franz Liszt
Performed by Jeremy Yang (Year 12)

PRESENTATION OF PRIZES

PERFORMING ARTS INITIATIVE

HEADMASTER
Mr Warwick Dean

BLESSING
The Right Reverend John Harrower
Bishop of Tasmania

SCHOOL SONG
Accompanied by
Mr Andrew Bainbridge, piano
The audience is invited to join in the singing of the School Song as
Year 12 Leavers of 2012 process across the stage and are presented with their
Old Boys’ badge by Mr Gene Phair, President of the Hutchins Old Boys’ Association,
and committee members. The Leavers then exit and traditionally gather for the
Hutchins War Cry “Zeevalah”.

Hutchins! Hutchins! grand and fair!
The only School we serve;
For thee till death we’ll do and dare,
And nought can make us swerve.

Let your voices ring, lads!
’Tis the old School’s due.
Sing her praises, sing lads -
Hutchins! Hutchins! tried and true!

Thy name a’down the ages past,
Thy sons salute and cheer;
And so shall we while life doth last,
With lips and lives revere.

REFRAIN
We learn thine ivied tower beneath,
To play the game of life,
And know they only win the wreath
Who strive in honour’s strife.

REFRAIN
May all thy sons prove ever true,
Whate’er their gifts and powers,
That men may yield to thee thy due,
Beloved School of ours!

REFRAIN

RECESSIONAL
Living for Sir Duke – Stevie Wonder
Arranged by Tim Jones
Performed by The Hutchins Brass Ensemble
Conducted by Mr Glenn Schultz
MIDDLE SCHOOL
PRIZE LIST

Certificates for Academic Commitment in Year 7
- Nicholas McIntyre
- Nathanial Mollison
- Nathan Robinson
- Sfi Skoulakis
- Luke West

Certificates for Academic Merit in Year 7
- Harrison Bignold
- Matthew Burgess
- Tasman Daengdej
- Harrison Evans
- Liam Lorkin

The SRC Prize for Academic Excellence in Year 7
- Thomas Dunbabin

The Tony W R P Salisbury Prize for Development through Drama and The Middle School Prize for Academic Excellence in Year 7
- Thomas Dunbabin

Certificates for Academic Commitment in Year 9
- Jeremy Goddard
- Kun Woo (Kevin) Kim
- Patrick Lickiss
- James Padgett
- Tea Yun (Jason) Song
- Michael Young

Certificates for Academic Merit in Year 9
- Ziah Cooper
- James Crean
- Benjamin Jarvis
- William Scott

A Geoffrey T Stilwell History Prize Certificate of Merit (Year 9)
- Jonathon Clark-Hansen

The Matthew Groom Prize for the Most Outstanding Power of 9 student in the Challenge
- Luke Murfitt-Cowen

The Prize for Dux of Year 7
- James Tucker

A Certificate for Academic Merit and The R M and R A Swan Memorial Prize for the student who demonstrates Determination, Courage and Enthusiasm
- Thomas Skalicky

The R E Richardson Memorial Trophy for the Best Sportsman of the Middle School
- Russel Taib

The SRC Prize for Academic Excellence in Year 8
- Edward Johnstone

The Middle School Prize for Academic Excellence in Year 8
- Jake West

The Ramsay Prize for Dux of Middle School
- Thomas Maughan

The Prize for Dux of Year 9
- Harshvardhan Makharia

A Certificate of Academic Merit, The Prize for Scientific Inquiry and The Buckland Memorial Prize for European Languages in Year 10
- Alexander McIntrye

A Certificate of Academic Merit and The FM Young Memorial Prize for Geography in Year 10
- Andrew Mackay

The John Bednall Centre for Learning Support Prize for Outstanding Work
- Luke Phillips

The SRC Prize for Academic Excellence in Year 10
- Nicholas Graver

The Parents’ Association Prize for a student in Year 9 or 10 who shows Character, Humility and Quiet Achievement and The Prize for Dux of Year 10
- Johannes Peters

THE HUTCHINS MIDDLE SCHOOL SHIELD
FOR COCK HOUSE ACADEMIC EFFORT

School House

SENIOR SCHOOL
PRIZE LIST

Certificates for Academic Commitment in Year 9
- Jeremy Goddard
- Kun Woo (Kevin) Kim
- Patrick Lickiss
- James Padgett
- Tea Yun (Jason) Song
- Michael Young

Certificates for Academic Merit in Year 9
- Ziah Cooper
- James Crean
- Benjamin Jarvis
- William Scott

A Geoffrey T Stilwell History Prize Certificate of Merit (Year 9)
- Jonathon Clark-Hansen

The Matthew Groom Prize for the Most Outstanding Power of 9 student in the Challenge
- Luke Murfitt-Cowen

The SRC Prize for Academic Excellence in Year 9
- Lachlan Paul

The Prize for Dux of Year 9
- Harshvardhan Makharia

Certificates for Academic Commitment in Year 10
- Li Wei (Nicholas) Chu
- Ian Fulton
- Stipe Marnic
- Benjamin Robinson
- Matthew Scaife
- Gavin Yang

Certificates for Academic Merit in Year 10
- James Burgess
- Lochlan Fraser

A Certificate of Academic Merit, The Prize for Scientific Inquiry and The Buckland Memorial Prize for European Languages in Year 10
- Alexander McIntrye

A Certificate of Academic Merit and The FM Young Memorial Prize for Geography in Year 10
- Andrew Mackay

The John Bednall Centre for Learning Support Prize for Outstanding Work
- Luke Phillips

The SRC Prize for Academic Excellence in Year 10
- Nicholas Graver

The Parents’ Association Prize for a student in Year 9 or 10 who shows Character, Humility and Quiet Achievement and The Prize for Dux of Year 10
- Johannes Peters
Certificates for Academic Commitment in Year 11
Edward Cranwell
Junwoo [Brian] Park
Nikolai Sakov
Ho Sum [Hils] Yeung

The Prize for Craft
Oscar Beattie

A Certificate for Academic Commitment in Year 11 and The N M D Jack Memorial Prize for Application, Achievement and Conduct in Year 11
Edward Burrows-Cheng

The HMAS Tasmania Award for a student undertaking Maritime Studies
Daniel Feeger

A Certificate for Academic Commitment in Year 11, The Prize for Housing and Design and The Modern Languages Faculty Prize for Commitment, Academic Achievement and Cultural Advocacy
Tarshi Hull

A Certificate for Academic Merit in Year 11 and sharing The Prize for Mathematics Applied 3
Thomas Jones

A Certificate for Academic Merit in Year 11, The Watchorn Memorial Prize for English Studies and the Elise Archer Prize for Drama
Timothy McQueen

A Certificate for Academic Merit in Year 11 and The Buckland Memorial Prize for European Languages
Sam MacIntryre

A Certificate for Academic Merit in Year 11, The F M Young Memorial Prize for Geography (Senior) and The Westpac Prize for the Most Outstanding Student in Business Studies
Yashovardhan Makharia

A Certificate for Academic Merit in Year 11
Callum Norris

A Certificate for Academic Merit in Year 11 and sharing The Prize for Mathematics Applied 3
Samuel Padgett

A Certificate for Academic Commitment in Year 11 and The Harry D Hewer Memorial Prize for Accounting
Samuel Smeele

Sharing The Prize for Physical Sciences, sharing The O H Biggs Memorial Prize for Mathematics Methods 3 and The John Cameron Prize for Academic Interest at Year 11
Hugh Johnson

Sharing The Prize for Physical Sciences, sharing The O H Biggs Memorial Prize for Mathematics Methods 3 and The Prize for Dux of Year 11
Oliver Johnson

Graduating with High Distinction
Jhobin Aflatooni

A Certificate of Academic Merit, The Joe Cowburn Memorial Prize for Outstanding Literary Achievement and sharing The Prize for Student Directed Inquiry
Benjamin Armstrong

Graduating with High Distinction
Angus Balcombe

Graduating with High Distinction
Tom Beadle

Graduating with High Distinction
Jonathan Boadle

Graduating with High Distinction, a Certificate of Academic Merit and The Prize for Health Studies
Arjun Dubey

Graduating with High Distinction
Elliot Foote

The Old Boys’ Lodge Prize in memory of Wynne Hay for Craftsmanship in Design in Wood
Richard Giblin

A Certificate of Academic Commitment, Graduating with High Distinction, The Jim Wilkinson Prize for Sport Science and The Prize for Art Production/Art Studio Practice
Peter Graver

A Certificate for Academic Commitment, The Prize for Food and Nutrition and a Special Hutchins Prize for Service to the School
Maxim Heerey

Graduating with High Distinction, a Certificate of Academic Merit and The O H Biggs Memorial Prize for Mathematics Specialised 3
Donald Holloway

Graduating with High Distinction, a Certificate of Academic Commitment, The Prize for Audio Design and a Special Hutchins Prize for Service to the School
William Hughes

The Prize for Sociology and The ‘Minty’ Johnson Memorial Prize for Business and Finance
William Lord

The Prize for ESL
Seung Won Kim

The Henry Martin Memorial Prize for Physics
Christopher Krushka

A Certificate for Academic Commitment
James Macleod

A Certificate of Academic Merit, The Class of 1994 Prize for English Writing and The Prize for Enterprise Production Systems
Georgiy Margvelashvili

Graduating with High Distinction and a Certificate of Academic Merit
John McMeniman

Graduating with High Distinction, a Certificate for Academic Merit and The Harrison Prize for Economics and The Economic Society of Australia – Tasmania Branch Book Prize
Nicholas McVilly

Graduating with High Distinction
Calum Mitchell

The Old Boys’ Lodge Prize in Memory of Wynne Hay for Craftsmanship in Design in Metal and The Prize for Excellence in Vocational Education and Training
Eugene Smith
SENIOR SCHOOL
PRIZE LIST

ANNOUNCED BY THE HEAD OF THE SENIOR SCHOOL

Graduating with High Distinction, a Certificate of Academic Commitment and The D A Wilson Prize for Computer Graphics and Design
Nicholas Rowell

A Special Hutchins Award for Loyalty
Liam Palmer

The Sinclair Trust Prize for Entrepreneurship
Jack Saul

Graduating with High Distinction and The Prize for Music Performance
Lachlan Smith

The A L Butler Memorial Prize for History
Mitchell Tan

Graduating with High Distinction
Thomas Tsaiakis

The Prefects of 1989 Art Award
Dustin Watson

Graduating with High Distinction and The Prize for Theatre Performance
Ross Welling

Graduating with High Distinction and The Prize for Theatre Performance
Matt Young

SCHOLARS’ ROLL
2013

ANNOUNCED BY THE DIRECTOR OF TEACHING AND LEARNING

The Alan Field Payne Scholarship
Nicholas Graver, The Hutchins School

The McNaughtan Scholarship
James Browne, The Hutchins Junior School

The Robert Nettlefold Scholarship
Neil Law, Princes Street Primary School

The Newcastle & Board Scholarship
Jack Gartlan, Waimea Heights Primary School

The P H Rockett Scholarship
Andrew Kemp, The Hutchins Junior School

The Hutchins School Scholarship
Thomas Wilkins, Waimea Heights Primary School

SCHOOL OF
PERFORMING ARTS

BOYS SELECTED FOR ENTRY IN 2013

James Anderson
Marist Regional College

Daniel Larratt
Trinity College

Daniel Mason
Taroona Primary School

Hans-Bjorn Zywko-Hicks
Georges River Grammar, NSW

STEPHEN GUMLEY SHIELD
FOR COCK HOUSE ACADEMIC EFFORT

Thorold House

THE BEN CHUCK ‘GOOD MAN’ AWARD

ANNOUNCED BY THE HEAD OF SENIOR SCHOOL
AWARDS OF SPECIAL DISTINCTION

The Stuart Galbraith Memorial Prize for a student who at Year 11 or 12 shows Endeavour and Achievement in the life of the School
Claude Alcorso

Graduating with High Distinction and The Parents’ Association Prize for a student in Year 11 or 12 who shows Character, Humility and Quiet Achievement
Tom Beadle

The Sam Beattie Prize for Effort and Achievement
James Briant

The Arthur Walch Memorial Prize for True Sportsmanship, Leadership, Character and Example
William Fergusson

A Certificate of Academic Commitment, Graduating with High Distinction and The Hutchins Old Boys’ Association Prize for a student who at Year 12 is held in high respect by his peers and teachers for the quality and extent of his efforts and involvement in the total life of the School
Thomas Johnston

Graduating with High Distinction and The Hutchins Old Boys’ Lodge Prize for Service to the School
John Lennard

A Certificate of Academic Commitment and The P K Rogers Memorial Prize for Best All-round Sportsman in the School
Max Macmillan

Graduating with High Distinction, The Alan Field Payne Prize for Loyalty and Leadership
Joshua Symonds

Graduating with High Distinction, The Bruce Lachlan Brammall Memorial Prize for English Communications, The Edward Webster Senior Orator Prize, The Rev. Dr Geoffrey Stephens Memorial Prize for the Best Graduation Essay in Religious Philosophy, The McDougall Prize for Legal Studies, The Westpac Endeavour Award for the student in Year 12 who shows significant Performance and Commitment to the Academic, House and Co-curricular programs and to the Values of the School
Daniel Westbury

The Groom Family Prize for Global Citizenship
Jack Wang

DUX OF SCHOOL

The Prize for Music, The Henry Martin Memorial Prize for Chemistry, The C I Wood Memorial Prize for Biology, The Gedye Prize for Asian Languages and The E M Lilley Memorial Prize for Dux of the School
Jeremy Yang

GRADUATION ROLL 2012

GRADUATING WITH HIGH DISTINCTION

Jhobin Aflatooni
Angus Balcombe
Tom Beadle
Jonathan Boadle
Arjun Dubey
Elliott Foote
Peter Graver
Donald Holloway

William Hughes
Samuel Johnston
Thomas Johnston
John Lennard
John McMeniman
Nicholas McVilly
Calum Mitchell
Nicholas Rowell

Lachlan Smith
Joshua Symonds
Thomas Tsiakis
Ross Welling
Daniel Westbury
Matt Young

GRADUATING WITH DISTINCTION

Stanley Black
James Briant
William Fergusson
Oliver Geale
Ethan Gray
Huw Green
Sean Gressie

Maxim Heerey
Tom Howard
Peter Humphrey
Martius Jia Hao Lim
Vinesh Loganathan
Bon Macmillan
Max Macmillan

Jordan Martin
Lewis Nettelfold
Liam Palmer
Taylor Sakaluk
Chek Hui (Glenn) Tan
Jack Wang
Samuel Williamson
THE HUTCHINS SYMPHONIC BAND
Flute
Samuel Harley
Henry Johnston
Daniel Croser
Thomas Young
Clarinet
Patrick Eberhard
Reuben James
Hamish Spence
Henry Chambers
Nicholas Rowell
Bass Clarinet
Julian Cruse
James Tucker
Alto Saxophone
Liam Fitzgerald
Henry Johnstone
Tobias McShane
Peter Mercado
Pino Radenti
Euphonium
William McCullum
Bass Guitar
Samuel Hall
Mallet Percussion
Jonathon Clark-Hansen
Shihan Patel
Percussion
Albert Wyatt
Oscar Wyatt
Brodie Alexander

THE HUTCHINS SENIOR ORCHESTRA
Violins
Lachlan Smith
Melfred Lijauco
Ziah Cooper
Nicholas Gibble
Owen Law
Damien Messmer
James Taranto
Michael Young
Viola
Mitchell Tan
Thomas Dunbabin
Samuel Johnston
’Cello
Hayden Reiss
Felix Bainbridge
Robert Law
Lewis Wood
Double Bass
Patrick Kearney
Ayton Rose

THE HUTCHINS STRING QUARTET
Lachlan Smith, violin 1
Melfred Lijauco, violin 2
Mitchell Tan, viola
Hayden Reiss, ’cello
Strings Tutor: Ms Nara Dennis

THE HUTCHINS SYMPHONIC BAND
Flute
Samuel Harley
Henry Johnston
Daniel Croser
Thomas Young
Clarinet
Patrick Eberhard
Reuben James
Hamish Spence
Henry Chambers
Nicholas Rowell
Bass Clarinet
Julian Cruse
James Tucker
Alto Saxophone
Liam Fitzgerald
Henry Johnstone
Tobias McShane
Frederic Moll
Matthew Scaife
Thomas skalicky
Thomas Dunbabin
Tenor Saxophone
Samuel Casey
Jordan Foster
Baritone Saxophone
Samuel Davy
William Dobson
Trumpet
Thomas Harrison
Stewart Jackson
Edward Johnstone
Riordon Macbeth
William Smeee
William Terry
Tom Parsons
Benjamin Reed
Trombone
Tom Beadle
Tea Yun (Jason) Song
Gavin Yang
Jeremy Yang
Mr Les Johnston
Bass Guitar
Mr Blair Reardon
Samuel Hall
Guitar
Harrison Manton
Piano
Tarshi Hull
Drums/Percussion
Oscar Wyatt
Albert Wyatt

THE HUTCHINS BIG BAND
Alto Saxophone
Nicholas Rowell
Matthew Scaife
Liam Fitzgerald
Tenor Saxophone
Samuel Casey
Henry Garrett
Baritone Saxophone
Samuel Davy
Trumpet
Thomas Harrison
Lana Kains [Collegiate]
Edward Johnstone
William Smeee
Trombone
Tom Beadle
Gavin Yang
Jeremy Yang
Mr Blair Reardon
Bass
Mr Blair Reardon
Samuel Hall

THE HUTCHINS STRING QUARTET
Lachlan Smith, violin 1
Melfred Lijauco, violin 2
Mitchell Tan, viola
Hayden Reiss, ’cello
Strings Tutor: Ms Nara Dennis

PERFORMING ARTS INITIATIVE
Artistic Team: Mr Scott Cashion, Mrs Jacquie Coad, Mrs Michelle Weeding
Featuring: The Hutchins Senior Dance Troupe and The Hutchins Big Band

Going Back to Hogwarts
Words and Music by Darren Criss and AJ Holmes

Thriller
Words and Music by Roger Temperton
Arranged Scott Cashion

Wizard Wheezes
Music by Nicholas Hooper
Arranged Victor Lopez

Potter Rock Anthem
Words and Music by Gordy, Listenbee and Schroeder
Arranged Scott Cashion

Talent
Ayton Rose
Thomas Tsiaakis
Timothy McQueen
Sebastian Withers

THE HUTCHINS SENIOR DANCE TROUPE
Stuart Carnaby
Daniel Croser
Lewis Freeman
Oliver Geale
Callum Gugger
Hamish Ikin
Hugh Jubb
Timothy McQueen
Nathaniel Mollison
Thomas Tsiaakis
Samuel Ryan
Matthew Scaife
Samuel Smeee
Liam Stoddard
Jack Weeding
Sebastian Withers

BACKSTAGE CREW
Frederic Moll
Jack Pereira
Jesse Usualii
Jack Weeding

POWER OF 9 SUPPORT DANCE CREW
Allan Bakker
Caleb Berriman
Christopher Boult
William Connor
Ziah Cooper
James Drummond
Samuel Fergusson
Jordan Foster
Himaushu Hardikar
Benjamin Jarvis
Liam Johnston
Henry Johnstone
Kun Woo [Kevin] Kim
Damien Messmer
Hassan Mohamad

Lincoln Paine
Lachlan Paul
James Sonneveld
Michael Young
Nicholas Welling

BACKSTAGE CREW
Frederic Moll
Jack Pereira
Jesse Usualii
Jack Weeding

AUDIO ADVISER
Mrs Jean Moore
ZEEMALAH
-ZEE
HI TIKKI TA
VEE VIT RA
HEY RINGER ROOMBA, ROOMBA RAY
HEY ZINGER ZOOMBAA, ZOOMBAA ZAY
OMEROO, TIMEROO HI PACKA RA
HEE HI, HUTCHINS
H-U-T-C-H-I-N-S
HUTCHINS!